January 28, 2014

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Dubak Electrical Completes Asset Purchase of Dart Electric
Dubak Electrical Maintenance Corporation (Dubak), has announced that it’s wholly owned subsidiary Dubak Electrical of Indiana LLC
has entered into an asset purchase agreement of the Dart Electric Construction & Maintenance, LLC (Dart) located in Indianapolis, IN.
Dart Electric, is a regional leader in industrial, commercial, and institutional electrical contracting sector to the Indianapolis Metropolitan
Marketplace.
Nick Dubak, COO of Dubak, states, "The acquisition of Dart and it’s current portfolio of clients strengthens our core presence in the
Indianapolis Region of the United States, and gives Dubak the complete ability to grow and maintain new and existing client relationships in
place while providing a nested regional presence in the Indianapolis Marketplace. This transaction fits well within our strategic growth plan
in the Midwest as we continue to build on our commitment of providing High Performance Electrical Contracting Solutions to our new and
existing clients clients within the Industrial Process and Manufacturing Sectors."
Dubak is a national leader in the sector of Industrial Electrical Contracting and Turnkey Design, & Integration providing skilled
craftsmanship, impeccable performance along with competitive pricing to customers across the nation.
This purchase will transfer the complete assets including client base, open contracts, employee base, inventory, spare parts and service
operations from Dart Electric to Dubak. Michael Goens, the Regional Manager for the Dubak Electrical of Indiana, will assume oversight
responsibility for the Dart Electric client base, allowing a seamless transition for all existing customers and immediate access for all new
accounts.
This purchase will create an Indianapolis Regional Operation for Dubak, adding to their current locations in Illinois and West Virginia.
Dubak has sales and service strategies already in place to accommodate all Client requirements, according to Richard Ouellette, Vice
President of the organization. Val Dubak, Dubak Electrical President CEO, agreed to the purchase terms on January 22, 2014.
Dubak Electrical is a family‐owned and operated company with an excellent record of success. Since 1988, we have consistently
demonstrated a level of integrity and stability that has led to many continuing relationships with clients who appreciate our reliable and
timely completion of projects, and our leadership.
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